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I read TIME, every TIME, I have TIME, and can get TIME.

Deare Sir ! There are also "LADIES" in TIME, there for it is so nice correcxt and wonderful.

When I read TIME of September 3, 84, I was first wondering abouth what I read abouth the very nice Lady, Ferraro Zaccaro, and I was first very sorry, and lether - little bit angry.

Why should susch nice and clever Lady have susch Trouble ???

I newew know the Lady, but when I see the wonderful Fotos in TIME, I think I cut help her some very little if I write to her - and TIME. ???

She are very clever and strong proud. She have some very good Brain, under hers wonderful "WAVING" Hair.

See have beautyful Eyes, like some Sea-Bagel, ther can see some small Fish from 2-3000 meters heig, and little Fish.

Mrs Ferraro look long Way in the Future, and can seeb every small Thing ther can bee made better and big.

She have and very strong "Faithing-Nose, but proud", her Lips as little bit to strong, but can quick change to some freyndly nice Smile, with nice and correcxt Thiese. Special the 2 Front-Thiese are very nice.

One some Pictures are hers left Hand closed, but with some very clever and caracteristisk "TOMS". Some good Seign for strong Work.

One special good "THING" there are abouth Lady Ferraro, it is that she are not gooing to this very strong "Work", only to bee "POPULAR" and maybe "WORLDBERUMT" - like manny stupid Men, there goo in for only 25 put. to make some good "WORK", and and big Man, can't make big work, if he not have some very clever and good Wife at HOME.

I think "we" are on the Way, only have some nice and clever "LADIES" to stay with the "TILLER OF ALL STATS-SHIP", not some "WHEELE", but only some strong "TILLER", with some "WHEEL" are ther not good Fehling with the SHIPS KURS, for reight good "SAILING".

Look to the English Premiere Minister, she are like Mrs. Ferraro, and we can take some little hop over the English Kanal to Holland, also some god and strong Lady, there work for Hers Contry and this Contrys People.

We can also goo the long Way to wonderful Indria Gandhi, with her 700 Million People - She work not when she like to bee popular or Joviak, but she are, both Thing, and I say for this Ladys to "Good LUCK".

18m "DANISH" - visitting many Contries round in the World, I have no "Permis" to make Critick, but what I do, with my Writhing, are not Critick but only some, can we call it "HELP" to give some nice Work, for "Stimulans"

We have also in DENMARK, some very nice LADY, with the Tiller on the Stats-Ship, the wonderful "KING-Queen", MARGRETHE II of Denmark.
2. Le - Perniro - and other Lady- Queens - round the hole World.

The Queen of Denmark, hol correkt writhet

His Majestät, Dronning MARGRETHE II to DENMARK,
she are "burn to the JOB" (excuse) after hers Fathers dead, she get
to know "NOW ARE YOU THE QUEEN, Please goo and Work. and the Majestät do.
The Queen have 2 nice and wonderful Boys, so we would leither again,
get a Tinnie KING, so i hope he would get some clever Queen, and make good
and clever "WORK. - I say also here speciel "GOOD LUCK".

When I have writet all this nice and I hope, good and correkt "Complain"
I'm sure - we would ower the hole World get nice and clewer Ladyes in all
Stats- and Gouvernment,a maybee after 50 ore sorry not before 100 Years.
It is the onlyst Way to reight Pease on the hole World, there are all Time
some better and friendly Atmosfair, where ther also are some "LADIES" in
specielle "ROMS" for difrent Conference.

If it is going this Way, so would I hope there also come some LADIES
tä the poure Russian People, if not, we would not get PEASE.

I can't understand, when there are so many werry richs People (men)
in the big and wonderful United States of AMERICA, why are ther not only
one, ther cut send this deare nice Lady FERRARO and little Check on only
1 ore 2 millions nice American Dollar, if ther was only one, ther doo that
so cut he say to him self; "TO DAY I HAWE REALY DON SOM GOOD THING".

Dearest Mrs. Ferraro ZACCARO, I seen You here one wonderful Check on
lo Million Peases of GOOD LUCK, and hope YOU WOULD BE THE PRECIDENT,
with my good Wishes, ther are folling this little AMERICAN ! DOLLAR

from one of YOUR good Freynds.

And again good Luck - long in FUTURE

My Name are used on the Island Atafu, the can't say, and
rith, alsesnot saybmy rigth Name.

N.B. Copy of this "letter" are send to T I M E, in New Yourk
and some Copy are also send to the Queen of Denmark.

Little story; abouth Monny ::
2 Boys sit and spooke thegether. The one say, I would wish I hawe one
Million Dollar - So would you give my 100000 - Now - maybee only 50.000 ?
NO - Then 25,000 ? - Ne- Then 10.000 No - You bad Edist, You can self
wish You one Million Dollar - Try again???
Dearest Ferraro! Maybee this little Dollar hawe some Value of one Million

More Greetings and good Wishes to Yours
wonderful FUTURE,